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Daniel Chen

A Conversat¡on w¡th Wei Jia

ei Jia was born in 1957 in Beijìng. He graduated from the

Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) in 1984 and received his

M.F.A. from Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania in 1987.

Wei Jia currently works and lives between NewYork and Beijing, where he

teaches at CAFA.

In anticipation of his first exhibition in Hong Kong, a duo show with

his wife, artist Lin Yan (at Kwai Fung Hin Art Galler¡ November l7 to

December 17,2015),I sat down with Wei Jia at their home in Brooklyn

on Wednesda¡ l:uJy 22,20 15, to discuss his process of art-making,

the inspiration behind his work, and his thoughts on the evolution of

traditional Chinese painting.

Daniel Chen: Could you explain a little bit about your creative process?

How does a painting begin?

Wei Jia: Ever since I was very young, I have practiced traditional Chinese

calligraphy every da¡ and I use this experience in my work. In my latest

series, I reorder the calligraph¡ or reinterpret it in my own way. I start by

writing calligraphy in the old, traditional manner on layers of mounted

xuanpaper and then break up or tear apart the paper, reordering the

layers as I remount them. I tear and remount over and over, moving many

times back and forth between the two until I feel the piece is finished.

I try to bring my life experiences into my process, as well as my artistic

influences, whether they are from traditional Chinese art, Western

abstraction, or Minimalism.

Daniel Chen: I have heard you mention that you are inspired by nature:

the colours of changing seasons, layers of wood, the shapes of plants and

flowers. How do these elements make their way into your work?

Wei lia: When I look at nature, I like to use the phrase chang jian chang

xin (the more you look, the more you see). For example, when I look at

traditional paintings from the Song and Yuan dynasties, I know some

of them by heart, but still, whenever I see them again, I always discover'

something new. Nature is like this as weli. Every morning I go to Prospcct

Park in Brooklyn, New York, and every day I see something new. 'l'hc lcirvr,s

change their shape; the light changes from day to day.



Left:Wei Jia, No. 15174,
201 5. gouache, ink, and
xuan paper collage, 144.78
x76.2 cm. Courtesy of the
a rti st.

Right:Wel Jia, No. 14158,

2014, gouache, ink, and
xuan papü collage, 144.78
x 76.2 cm. Courtesy of the
a rtr st,

Daniel Chen: You mention traditional Chinese art, but in your work there

are non-traditional materials such as gouache as well as methods such as

collage. Do you still see yourself as part of this tradition?

Wei Jia: I often get this question: Is my work Chinese, or is it Western? I

think it is both, or perhaps it is neither of them. Having spent twenty-eight

years in China, and now thirty in the USA, I picture myself on my own

narrow road, balanced between East and West. I am connected to my past,

as I grew up with traditional Chinese art, and I continue to have love and

respect for this tradition. In my own work, I want to develop what I believe

are the best parts of Chinese art.

Daniel Chen: Can you elaborate on these "best parts"?

Wei Jia: I break them down into five areas: "the way of seeing," "the

suggestiveness of Chinese arts" (including poetry, music, gardens, etc.),

"space and layers," "control vs. non-control," and "poetry and painting."

"The way of seeing" is about the way that traditional art originally was

meant to be appreciated-paintings were on small scrolls that were viewed

one at a time, by small groups of people, sa¡ four or five friends. When

viewing a scroll, you would start from the lower right, and slowly look

from right to left, letting the painting take you on a journey. So traditional

Chinese art required a close-up look, no more than an arm's length. It
was never meant to be exhibited the way you see paintings shown in

museums today. i want to retain this "way of seeing" in my work-I would

like to invite the viewer to take a journey in the same way they would in

a traditional landscape painting. In my work the starting point no longer

matters, but the movement matters. Your eye must move around the piece

in order to discover it fuliy.



Daniel Chen: This seems connected to space in traditional Chinese painting

as well. I know that in many traditional ink paintings, the artist leaves areas

untouched by their brush in order to let the viewer's imagination fill the

void-clouds, mist, water.

Wei Jia: Yes, actually this is key to the "suggestiveness" that I mentìoned.

I like to use this example: Picture a blank piece of pape¡ and upon it you

draw a lone boat. All of a sudden the surrounding blank space becomes

water. This water was not created out of perspective, nor was it drawn;

it is wholly imagined. This is not only a traditional phenomenon-the

contemporary artist Richard Serra is able to do the same thing with his steel

sculptures. I recently saw one of his exhibitions-with tall sheets of steel

that curved in and out, and you could walk between them-all of a sudden

the space was transformed, just by placing a simple structure inside. I could

feel a push, or pressure, as I walked through, as well as a pull, like being

drawn toward the metal structure. He gave the space a meaning. This is

close to the idea of suggestiveness in a traditional Chinese painting. This is
just like the lone boat.

Daniel Chen: In your new series, the

spaces that you leave seem very balanced,

so that from a distance the composition

appears almost evenly measured across

the entire painting.

Wei Jia: Yes, I pay very close attention to

these spaces betlveen the brushstrokes.

In calligraph¡ leaving more space is

related to Zen. The space inspires me in

the same way shapes that I see in nature

inspire me. Of course, these individual

characters each have a meaning, but for

me they merely seem like beautiful forms;

they no longer hold any meaning. They

are abstract. So the brushstrokes and

the spaces between each brushstroke are

fascinating. In my new series, I try to create a certain rhythm using "space

and layers." I keep a constant beat, a uniform composition that in the West

could be called "all-overness." But when you look closel¡ you will see that

actually there is a lot to discover and a lot of space left for the imagination.

Daniel Chen: I see. Now what about non-control?

Wei fia: "Control vs. non-control" means the accidents that happen in
traditional art-accidents that often become the most interesting part of a

painting. With traditional ink art, you spend a lifetime reacting to the ink
and learning how to control it, but there is an element of chance that I want

to retain in my work. So rather than controlling it using a brush, I removed

Wei Jia, /Vo. 15176,2015,
gouache, ink, and xuan
paper collage, 144.7 I x 76.2
cm. Courtesy of the art¡st-

Wei Jia, A

2008, gou
xuan papr
x 200 cm.
¡ rtr st.



Wrr lr¡r, No. 0891 (detail),
¡ilrll, t¡0u¡tche, ¡nk, and
i,n,t Irrlxrr on canvas, 178
r ,'llll I [ì, Courtesy Of the
drll0l

01 5,
an
I x 76.2
rnrst.

the brush, and instead I tear apart Iayers of xuan paper. I never know what

will happen. Sometimes the result is beautiful; sometimes it is disastrous.

But this is what makes the process interesting to me-I must react to these

accidents, and they lead me to new ways of creating.

Daniel Chen: I suppose this tearing process is a way of "de-skilling" your

calligraphy.

Wei ]ia: That is a good way to put it.

Daniel Chen: And finall¡ we are at "Painting and Poetry."

Wei |ia: I like to use the phrase by Guo Xi, an eleventh-century Song

dynasty artist: ",{ poem is an invisible painting; a painting is a visible poem."

I still read poetry every da¡ it helps me to sense the world. A poet,writing

about the moon one thousand years ago-I can look at the same moon and

connect to this person through their words. I want to be able to connect

with others in the same way.

Daniel Chen: It is enlightening to see how you are working to develop

and further these traditions in your art. Although an important part of

your process involves "removing the brush," one key element that you

have retained is xuan paper. In fact, you use a specific type of traditional

handmade xuan paper, a material that carries with it a strong cultural

connotation. In your earlier coilage work, the paper is mounted onto

canvas, and the areas ofcollage seem to form an image; in the newseries,

the fragments are more delicate, and now you work solely with full sheets of

xuan paper. How has your manipulation of this material changed over time,

and how, if at all, does your manipuiation of it change its cultural context?



Left:Wei Jia, No. 15182,
2015, gouache, ink, and
x u a n paper collage, 1 44.7 8
x76.2cm. Courtesy of the
art¡st.

R¡ght:Weì Jia, No. 14166,
2014, gouache, ink, and
xuan paper colla ge, 144.78
x 76.2 cm. Courtesy of the
a rtist.

Wei Jia, No.
2008, gouacl
xuan pape( c

x 200 cm. Co
a rtr st.

Wei Iia: Xuønpaperhas always been with me. I started traditional painting

as a teenager and have used this paper ever since. I am very aware of its

history and meaning. I began my previous series in 1991, where I tore the

pieces of xuanpaper to make a composition-the pieces were fragments

from my memory, from my experiences. In my new series, I decided to

begin and end my work using entire sheets of xuan paper, instead of tearing

them into pieces. These are handmade sheets with beautiful edges, and I
wanted to leave them intact. I wanted to leave a space around the layers of
collage as well, so that each piece has the look of a traditional Chinese scroll,

and also to give the audience a break for their imagination.

Daniel Chen: So you see this object as sculptural, rather thanjust a

painting?

Wei Jia: I don t consider my work sculptural. Even though paper is

translucent, there is a complexity to the surface of my work, and also there

is a personality to the paper. Although the xuan paper is smooth and soft,

there is weight and heaviness to it as well. I use this weight to give my work

the feeling of a mural or stone surface from a distance. Together with the

imager¡ this makes an impact, something that will draw you to have a

closer look.

Daniel Chen: You have explained the traditional development in your art; I
wonder if you could discuss the non-traditional?

Wei Jia: There are actually ways in which my work challenges tradition,

too, and colour is one of them. In traditional ink painting there are certain

rules to applylng colour that to me seemed outdated-it goes back to a

time when paintings were meant to be viewed only by literati. I want to



W"r ll¡r, /Vo. 0892\derailJ,
rilllll, 1¡ouäche, ink, and
ir¡¡,,r lrol)er coìlage, 178

" ,'{rl, rìilì. Courtesy of the
,illlr,l

go beyond this, so I mix and use colours that I see in nature around me' I

like the colours that spark your own memories or recall past experiences' I

dont respond to flashy colours like those in fireworks or the sharp colours

of advertisements. I like colours that invoke a mood that can stay with you,

even for several days. colour to me works like a candle-you light it, and

your mood changes.

This is related to another way my work challenges chinese tradition-

what I call objecthood. I explained earlier about the "way of seeing," how

traditional paintings are meant to be viewed close up and slowly discovered'

Although I want to preserve this in my work' I also try to give my work a

presence that will attract you from a distance. Perhaps this is influenced by

my love for colour field painters such as Mark Rothko-from a distance,

you can really feel his painting in the room. one of the ways I achieve this

presence is through abstraction' and the other is the constant' uniform

rh¡hm in my compositions. The difference in my work from the colour

field paintings is that once I am able to invite you in, there is still more to

discover. As you move closer to the work, your eye can move around the

piece, and hopefully it will create or suggest a mood inside of you' The

painting is just an object; it is something, but at the same time it is nothing'

The viewer gives it meaning.

Daniel chen: A trtly zenstatement. I hope that people will continue to

discover your work and make their own personal connections to it' Thank

you so much for Your time.
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A Dialogue Between Hemispheres 

The ‘Tales of Two Cities: New York and 
Beijing’ Features Five Pairs of Artists 
By JANE L. LEVERE

An exhibition at the Bruce Museum in Greenwich has fostered an unusual cross-cultural 
dialogue between artists in two capitals of the contemporary art world. 

The exhibition “Tales of Two Cities: New York and Beijing” features works by five pairs of 
artists, each pair consisting of one who is New York-based and one who is Beijing-based. 

An earlier collaboration by one of the pairs of artists laid the groundwork for the show at 
the Bruce Museum. In 2010, Michelle Fornabai, an architect and conceptual artist who 
works with ink and is based in New York, teamed up with Qin Feng, an artist who 
combines the Chinese ink painting tradition with Western modernism, to create 
a video for an exhibition at Studio-X in Beijing, a workshop run by the Graduate School 
of Architecture, Planning and Preservation at Columbia University. In the video, the 
artists participate in a silent dialogue on canvas: One paints with ink, the other responds, 
and then the two paint simultaneously. 

“City View #3” (2012) by Lin Yan.             “Grid Structure #1” (2014), a site-specific installation by Alois Kronschlaeger.



Pan Qing, a curator of the Studio-X and Bruce exhibitions and a deputy director for 
exhibitions at the National Museum of China in Beijing, writes in the exhibition’s 
catalog that watching Ms. Fornabai and Mr. Qin “communicate silently through the 
brush helped to open my mind to the myriad possibilities of visual dialogues between 
artists from very different artistic backgrounds.” 

Ms. Pan joined with Michelle Y. Loh, a New York-based, Shanghai-born art consultant, 
and other advisers to come up with the pairings of the artists for the Bruce exhibition, 
which she hopes will be “the first in a series that facilitates the global interaction 
between artists.” 

Ms. Loh said that during the two years the exhibition was being developed, four of the 
five pairs of artists communicated with each other via email and Skype, and sometimes 
through studio visits. (Two of the five Chinese artists, Wei Jia and Lin Yan, are married 
and based in both Beijing and Brooklyn.) 

Mr. Wei is paired with Joan Snyder, an American post-Minimalist artist. In the catalog 
for the exhibition, Mr. Wei calls the foundation of his artwork “a variety of handmade 
paper widely used in traditional Chinese painting and calligraphy” that is employed in “a 
vigorously repeated cycle of tearing, mounting and painting.” Ms. Snyder says the ideas 
for her paintings “appear on unbleached linen with many layers of paint and often other 
materials.” Ms. Pan calls both artists “masters of layered complexity.” 

Mr. Wei said he and Ms. Snyder had visited each other’s studio and discussed “art and 
the art process.” 

“We exchanged ideas,” he continued. “I really admire her, her working process and 
energy.”



“Ink City” (2005), part of an animation series by Chen Shaoxiong. CreditCourtesy of Pekin 
Fine Arts 

His works at the Bruce include collages made of rice paper, gouache, charcoal, ink and 
pastel; one features Chinese calligraphy characters. Similarly, a 1983 painting by Ms. 
Snyder, “My Pain Is No More Than Being’s Pain,” which is from the Bruce’s collection, 
has text and contains papier-mâché and a tree knot on canvas. 



The exhibition also pairs Alois Kronschlaeger, an Austria-born, Brooklyn-based creator 
of site-specific installations and sculptures, with Ms. Lin. 

Ms. Lin created a circular installation in the ceiling of the Bruce’s entrance rotunda 
using strips of off-white and black ink-dyed, handmade Chinese rice paper; these strips 
surround a northern gannet, a taxidermied seabird from the Bruce’s collection. 
Although she said the work can be viewed as a reminder of Beijing’s pollution problems, 
the bird, which appears to be in flight, could be going “somewhere hopeful.” 

Another of her works in the exhibition consists of black squares of paper in a variety of 
textures that represent the tiled roofs of Beijing’s rapidly disappearing, traditional 
courtyard houses. 

Mr. Kronschlaeger’s site-specific piece, “Grid Structure #1,” was made for a three-story 
high, circular atrium in a corner of the museum’s exhibition space. This 18-foot-tall 
work consists of 22 cubes, stacked one atop each other; the cubes are constructed of 
over 6,500 sticks of bass wood. Each side of each stick has been stained with one of 
many colors of calligraphic ink; the colors shift as viewers walk around the installation 
and change their perspective. 

Mr. Kronschlaeger and Ms. Lin also visited each other’s studios. He said the top cube in 
his installation, which is black, was created in direct response to Ms. Lin’s black rooftop 
work.

Ms. Fornabai is again paired with Mr. Qin at the Bruce. One of her works, an installation 
of papercrete and mirrors called “Concrete Poetry: Digging to China,” is a riff on the old 
saying about “digging a hole to China.” 

She created a painting for her 2013 “Synesthesia Series,” also on display at a program at 
the Bruce in June, during which she painted with ink on a player piano roll while 
accompanied by a slowed-down version of the song on the roll, “One Fleeting Hour.” 
Folding panels by Mr. Qin here are painted with coffee and ink marks that resemble 
Chinese calligraphy characters. 

Paintings by Li Taihuan, who uses multicolored oil to depict Beijing, a place he said is 
“becoming ghostly,” and by Jorge Tacla, an artist born in Chile and based in Santiago 
and New York, address the decay wrought by urban existence today. 

Chen Shaoxiong, who works across media, including paint, photography and collage, is 
represented by a somewhat less bleak video montage of ink drawings depicting daily life 
in Beijing. He is paired with Simon Lee, a British-born, Brooklyn-based artist. 

“Despite differences in individual training, experience and culture, artistic sensibility is 
universal,” Ms. Pan wrote in the exhibition catalog. 



“To empathize with art,” she further suggests, “we should imagine ourselves in others’ 
spaces as well as let others inhabit our own. It is through this reciprocity that we begin 
to feel more connected in today’s fragmented world.” 

“Tales of Two Cities: New York and Beijing,” through Aug. 31 at the Bruce Museum, 1 
Museum Drive, Greenwich. Tuesdays through Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m. Admission is $7 for adults, $6 for students and seniors, and 
free for children under 5 and for all on Tuesdays. More information: (203) 869-
0376;brucemuseum.org.

A version of this article appears in print on July 20, 2014, on page CT11 of the New 
York edition with the headline: A Dialogue Between Hemispheres.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/nyregion/the tales of two cities new york and beijing features
five pairs of artists.html?_r=1



Museum of Chinese in America opens "Oil & Water: 

Reinterpreting Ink" Wei Jia at work.

Wei Jia at work.

NEW YORK, NY.- The Museum of Chinese in America presents a contemporary 
Chinese ink painting exhibition, Oil & Water: Reinterpreting Ink featuring the work 
of three notable artists Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia and Zhang Hongtu. The exhibition is on 
view from April 24, 2014 through September 14, 2014.  

In conjunction with the exhibition, MOCA will present a symposium on Sunday, 
April 27. Combining scholarly presentations with open conversations between the 
artists and leading art historians, the symposium will unpack the critical 
importance of the ink genre. Artists, scholars, curators, writers, and art historians 
will discuss the trajectory of Chinese ink art from traditional landscape painting 
and calligraphy to the creative reinterpretation of these historic models. The 
day-long program includes panels, artists in conversation, and gallery tours. 
Panelists include Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia, Zhang Hongtu, Melissa Chiu, Lilly Wei, John 



Rajchman, Julia F. Andrews, Kuiyi Shen, Joan Lebold Cohen, Richard Vine, 
Robert C. Morgan, Jerome Cohen, and Aileen Wang.  

The works of Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia, and Zhang Hongtu are integral to the continuing 
story of Chinese ink and contemporary art in general. Since its ancient and 
medieval incarnations, ink has served as the primary medium of Chinese visual 
arts. As a pillar of Chinese culture, ink has long united China's 'three artistic 
perfections': calligraphy, poetry and painting. For thousands of years in China, ink 
has been ubiquitous as an expressive medium, but by the mid-20th century, 
Chinese artists were interested in exploring Western art movements such as 
impressionism, abstract expressionism, minimalism, and post modernism. 
Through exploring the diametric poles of Chinese ink painting and the Western 
tradition of oil painting, the works of Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia, and Zhang Hongtu took 
off in new directions.  

Following their schooling during the Cultural Revolution in China, these three 
pioneering artists came to the United States in the 1980s seeking greater artistic 
freedom. Synthesizing ink painting techniques and influences from within the art 
scene in New York, each artist developed a unique visual vocabulary and 
technique that resisted easy categorization. Oil & Water will highlight significant 
works from these artists, spanning their mature careers from the 1980s to today.  

"Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia, and Zhang Hongtu came to America at a critical stage of 
their artistic journeys. They found creative communities here in New York and 
adapted to their new conditions in ways that clearly informed their work," 
according to Herb Tam, the Museum's Curator and Director of Exhibitions.  

"Given the strong global interest in Chinese contemporary art today, the exhibition 
contributes to the conversation on the influence of contemporary art practices on 
the Chinese ink tradition and its place within the context of a historical paradigm," 
said Michelle Y. Loh, guest curator of Oil & Water.  



  
“Oil and Water: Reinterpreting Ink” 
at Museum of Chinese in America, through Sept. 14

215 Centre St.

Contemporary Chinese ink art, once viewed in the West as an antiquarian pastime, is now 
the subject of intense debate. Is the form essential to preserving Chinese identity? Does it 
provide Western viewers an opportunity—or even create an obligation—to plumb the 
otherness of a foreign culture? Has the ink aesthetic been co-opted by the Party? The three 
veteran painters in this show seek a melding, a middle way. Qiu Deshu uses torn, 
ink-soaked paper strips to create dark "fissured" shapes that reflect social and 
psychological stresses. With larger appliqués and blocks of painted color, Wei Jia
explores contrasting concepts of compositional space, East and West. Zhang Hongtu 
combines traditional Chinese motifs with once-radical modernist oil techniques to suggest 
the possibility of a global synthesis.
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By Jack Freifelder in New York (China Daily USA)

Ink has long been a widely used medium in Chinese art, especially in calligraphy or 
poetry, but an exhibit at the Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA) puts the focus 
squarely on Chinese ink paintings.
MOCA hosted a daylong conference Sunday in conjunction with its most recent show - 
Oil & Water: Reinterpreting Ink.
Close to 100 people attended the symposium at the museum in downtown Manhattan, 
which featured a number of conversations on the trajectory of modern ink painting.
Art historians and critics were paired with exhibiting artists for discussions on topics 
including the role of ink painting in a modern setting and the effects that political and 
artistic developments have had on American and Asian art.
Michelle Y. Loh, guest curator of the show, said the exhibit spurs interest in contemporary 
Chinese art by promoting a dialogue about the "influence of contemporary art practices 
on the Chinese ink tradition".
"The three artists in our exhibition are representative of a unique historical period," Loh 
said. "All three - Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia and Zhang Hongtu - came to the US and devoted 
their energies to seeking and creating a visual language that reflects the intersection and 
collision between two sides - geopolitically between the US and China, and artistically 
between old, traditional mediums and new ones."
"By putting these works together in this exhibit, we are trying to revisit the idea of modern 
art through the lens of these artists," she said. "Contemporary artists are not just looking 
at pure aesthetics, they're touching on a lot of issues and working through them using 
art."
Wei Jia, a painter with a penchant for works that involve elements of Chinese calligraphy, 
said calligraphy has been an integral part of his maturation as an artist.
"When I was young I practiced calligraphy, but even still today I practice calligraphy for at 
least one hour every day as self-cultivation, almost meditation even," Wei said. "It's like 
when you go to the gym to exercise, but the only difference is the body and mind."
Wei said the dilemma for a painter in a contemporary setting are the limitations that 
traditional painting techniques and the label of "contemporary Chinese painter" put on an 
artist and a work of art.
"What I want to do is continue to explore Chinese traditional painting," Wei said. "But I 
have to challenge the traditional way of painting because it doesn't fit today. I don't use a 
Chinese brush and I try to avoid these ways because if I use Asian materials I will 
definitely be limited."



"I don't want to be labeled, so I just do what I love to do," he said.
Zhang Hongtu, a New York-based painter and installation artist, said people would 
understand more about Chinese contemporary art after visiting MOCA.
"From my 30 years over here in the US, some people are concerned that Chinese art is 
old and shouldn't even be put in a museum," Zhang said.
"For this show, the three of us work in different mediums but if you want to do something 
new you can learn from tradition," he said. "In this case people will understand that 
tradition itself can be part of the contemporary culture, but it depends on the way you 
treat tradition."

Painter Wei Jia (left) chats with art historian Robert C. Morgan at an event presented 
by the Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA) on Sunday in New York. Jack 
Freifelder / China Daily
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By Jack Freifelder 

Ink has long been a widely used medium in Chinese art, especially in calligraphy 
or poetry, but an exhibit at the Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA) is putting 
the focus squarely on Chinese ink paintings. 
MOCA, in downtown Manhattan, will open an exhibit of contemporary Chinese ink 
paintings this week, and the guest curator for the installations said the display may 
cause visitors to rethink contemporary Chinese art. 
Michelle Y Loh, the guest curator for Oil & Water: Reinterpreting Ink, said the 
exhibit spurs interest in contemporary Chinese art by promoting dialogues about 
the "influence of contemporary art practices on the Chinese ink tradition". 

From left: Zhang Hongtu, a New York-based painter and installation artist; guest 
curator Michelle Y. Loh; Qiu Deshu, a Shanghai-based artist; and painter Wei Jia 
pose for a photo at the Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA) on Wednesday. 
The three artists joined Loh for a preview of the museum's exhibit Oil & Water: 
Reinterpreting Ink, which is set to open on April 24. Jack Freifelder / China Daily 

"The three artists in our exhibition are representative of a unique historical period," 
Loh said on Wednesday in an interview with China Daily. "All three came to the US 



and devoted their energies to seeking and creating a visual language that reflects 
the intersection and collision between two sides - geopolitically between the US 
and China, and artistically between old, traditional mediums and new ones." 
"By putting these works together in this exhibit, we are trying to revisit the idea of 
modern art through the lens of these artists," she said. 
Oil & Water: Reinterpreting Ink, which juxtaposes the work of three contemporary 
Chinese artists - Qiu Deshu, Wei Jia and Zhang Hongtu - will be on display from 
April 24 through Sept 14. 
In conjunction with the installation, MOCA will host outreach events to promote the 
exhibit, including family workshops on art made within the Chinese ink tradition. 
At the end of the week, MOCA is also hosting a day-long conference on the 
traditional and cultural significance of Chinese ink art. 
The event on April 27 will feature a number of art historians and art critics, as well 
as the curator and artists involved in Oil & Water. 
Zhang Hongtu, a New York-based painter and installation artist, said people will 
understand more about Chinese contemporary art after visiting MOCA. 
"From my 30 years over here in the US, some people are concerned that Chinese 
art is old and shouldn't even be put in a museum," Zhang said on Wednesday in 
an interview with China Daily. "It depends on how you treat tradition and what's 
your perspective. Every tradition is still alive, even back to 1,000 years ago, even if 
not so many people respect the tradition today." 
Wei Jia, a painter with a penchant for works that involve elements of Chinese 
calligraphy, said calligraphy has been an integral part of his maturation as an 
artist.
"When I was young I practiced calligraphy, but even still today I practice 
calligraphy for at least one hour every day," Wei said in an interview. "I practice 
calligraphy as self-cultivation, almost meditation even. It's like when you go to the 
gym to exercise, but the only difference is the body and mind." 

Wei says the dilemma for a painter in a contemporary setting is the limitations that 
traditional painting techniques put on an artist and a work of art. 
"I got a strong influence from studying calligraphy and Chinese painting when I 
was young, but I've been in America for 28 years," he said. There are two different 
influences in my painting; they show my experiences and what I thought every 
day."
To Wei, the label of "contemporary Chinese painter" is a misnomer. 
"What I want to do is continue to explore Chinese traditional painting," Wei said. 
"But I have to challenge the traditional way of painting because it doesn't fit today. 
I don't use a Chinese brush and I try to avoid these ways because if I use Asian 
materials I will definitely be limited. I don't want to be labeled, so I just do what I 
love to do."
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